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SUMMARY
An experimental investigation has been madeto determine the
static stability characteristics of three thick wing models with para-
bolic plan forms at a Machnumberof 3.11 for angles of attack from
about -6° to 16° . The primary variable was aspect ratio, with the
plan-form area and the ratio of base height to span kept the samefor
all three models.
All models had stable, linear pitching-moment curves about the
quarter chord of the wing meanaerodynamic chord. The model with the
lowest aspect ratio attained a maximumuntrimmed lift-drag ratio of
about 5.0 at an angle of attack of about 8° . Increasing the aspect
ratio (which was accompaniedby an increase in base area because the
ratio of the base height to span was kept constant) caused a decrease
in maximumlift-drag ratio.
All models were directionally stable for the range of angle of
attack of the tests. Addition of a vertical tail to the models caused
an increase in the directional stability over the angle-of-attack range.
In general, the lateral aerodynamic characteristics of the models were
not linear functions of angle of attack over any appreciable angle-of-
attack range.
INTRODUCTION
Hypersonic gliders have been of interest because of possible appli-
cation as military or commercial vehicles. Since such vehicles operate
in the atmosphere at very high speeds_ they must be designed to with-
stand severe aerodynamic heating_ which generally dictates the use of
blunt noses on bodies and a combination of blunt leading edge and high
sweepon wings. (See, e.g., refs. i, 2, and 3.) As pointed out in ref-
erence 2, one is led to consider hypersonic configurations consisting
of bl_it bodies and highly swept, thick, triangular-plan-form wings. A
slight departure from the triangular plan form is the parabolic plan
form, which incorporates high sweepwith a blunt leading edge. It
appears that, at least from heating considerations, a thick parabolic-
plan-form wing might be a reasonable hypersonic configuration.
Other considerations of importance in hypersonic-glider design are
lift-drag ratios (which are a measure of performance efficiency) and
stability characteristics. The purpose of the present investigation was
to determine the static longitudinal and l_teral aerodynamic character-
istics of a series of three thick parabolic-plan-form wings which might
be of interest for application to boost-glide vehicles. The major geo-
metric variable in the series was the plan-form aspect ratio.
SYMBOLS
The data presented herein are referred to the stability system of
axes shownin figure i. Momentsare given about a momentcenter located
at the projection of the quarter chord of the wing meanaerodynamic chord
on the wing plane of symmetry. The symbols and coefficients used are
defined as follows:
A
b
C
q
S
V
X,Y_Z
x,y,z
plan-form aspect ratio, b2/S
span, ft
chord_ ft
'b/_2 c2dy, ft
mean aerodynamic chord, S U0
_i 2 ib/sq fldynamic pressure, 2PV
plan-form area, sq ft
free-stream velocity, ft/sec
stability axes
model coordinates
angle of attack, deg
5P
CL
CD
Cy
Cm
Cz
Cn
lift coefficient,
drag coefficient,
sideslip angle, deg
mass density, slugs/cu ft
Lift/qS
Drag/qS
side-force coefficient, Side force/qS
pitching-moment coefficient,
rolling-moment coefficient,
yawing-moment coefficient,
Pitching moment/qS_
Rolling moment/qSb
Yawing moment/qSb
Cy_ = _Cy/_
Cn[3 : _Cn/_[3
L/D: CL/CD
MODELS
The geometric characteristics of the wing models used in this
investigation are given in figure 2. All models had parabolic plan
forms and had the same plan-form area of 0.278 square foot. The aspect
ratios were 0.63, 0.86, and 1.24. Cross sections normal to the plane of
symmetry were semiellipses with the flat side forming the bottom of the
wing. The bases of the models all had the same height-span ratio; hence,
the higher the aspect ratio the greater the base area.
The wing models were constructed of fiber glass and Paraplex bonded
on steel cores. The steel cores were bored to fit over a six-component
electrical strain-gage balance. The triangular vertical tails were made
of steel and had blunt wedge airfoil sections. Details of the tails are
given in figure 3.
A photograph of one of the models is given in figure 4.
4_P_A_SAND_STS
The tests were madein the Langley gas dynamics laboratory in a jet
of the intermittent type having a high-pressure reservoir and exhaustin_g
into the atmosphere. The two-dimensional nozzle has a square test sec-
tion approximately 12 inches by 12 inches and is equipped with a short
diffuser. All tests were madeat a stagnation pressure of about 74 ib/sq
in. gage (about 88.7 ib/sq in. abs.) and a temperature of i00° F. The
Reynolds number of the tests was about 12.6 X 106 per foot.
The angle-of-attack range of the tests was from about -6° to 16°
and was limited by the load capacities of _he strain-gage balance. Side-
slip data were obtained at sideslip angles of -3° , 0°, 3° , and 6° . At
each angle of attack and sideslip, measurementswere madeof normal,
axial, and side forces and of pitching, roLling_ and yawing moments. The
measurementswere madeby meansof a sting-supported electrical strain-
gage balance which fitted inside the models. The balance and models
rotated on an angle-of-attack mechanismwhich kept the models centered in
the tunnel. Sideslip angles were obtained by the use of bent stings.
Basepressure was measured throughout the an_le-of-attack range for
each model. The measuredpressures were _ed to calculate the axial
force acting at the base of the models. T]_ axial forces measuredby
the strain gages were corrected to the con,[ition of free-stream static
pressure acting at the base.
RESULTSANDDISCUS_ION
No analysis of the results of this in_estigation is presented; how-
ever, the results of most interest are polluted out in this section.
Longitudinal Characteristics
The longitudinal characteristics CL, CD, and Cm of the models
with tail off are presented in figure 5 as functions of angle of attack.
The lift and pitching-moment curves are approximately linear for the
angle-of-attack range of the test. All wi:_s had longitudinal stability
about the quarter chord of the wing meanaerodynamic chord. Generally,
increasing the wing aspect ratio caused increases in the lift-curve
slope and the longitudinal stability. Increasing the wing aspect ratio
increased the angle of zero lift because of the curvature of the upper
surface of the wings. Increasing the wing aspect ratio from 0.63 to
1.24, with its accompanyingincrease in wimg thickness, caused a large
increase in wing drag. The changes in drag coefficient caused corre-
sponding changes in the lift-drag ratio. The 0.625-aspect-ratio wing
had a maximumvalue of L/D for untrimmed conditions of about 5 at an
angle of attack of 8° , whereas the 1.24-aspect-ratio wing had a lift-
drag ratio of 1.3 at the same angle of attack. The maximum value of
L/D of the 1.24-aspect-ratio wing was not reached in these tests; how-
ever, the results indicate that maximum L/D decreases and the angle of
attack for maximum L/D increases as the aspect ratio and thickness are
increased.
Addition of the vertical tails to the wing models produced no
appreciable effects on the longitudinal characteristics. (Compare
figs. 5 and 6.)
Lateral Characteristics
The static lateral-stability parameters Cn_ , CZ_, and Cy_ for
the three wing models are plotted as functions of angle of attack in
figure 7(a). All wings had directional stability (positive Cn_ ) and
negative effective dihedral (positive C_) for the selected moment
center throughout the angle-of-attack range of the tests. In general,
CZ_ became less positive as the angle of attack was increased.
Addition to the wing of a triangular vertical tail with a wedge
airfoil section increased the directional stability of the models over
the angle-of-attack range. (See figs. 7(a) and 7(b).) In general, the
lateral aerodynamic characteristics of the models were not linear func-
tions of angle of attack over any appreciable angle-of-attack range.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
An experimental investigation has been made to determine the static
stability characteristics of three thick wing models with parabolic plan
forms at a Mach number of 3.11 for angles of attack from about -6 ° to 16 ° .
The primary variable was aspect ratio, which varied from 0.63 to 1.24.
The plan-form area and the base height-span ratio were kept the same for
all three models.
All models had stable linear pitching-moment curves about the quarter
chord of the wing mean aerodynamic chord. The model having the lowest
aspect ratio attained a maximum untrinmed lift-drag ratio of about 5.0 at
an angle of attack of about 8° . Increasing the aspect ratio (which was
6accompanied by an increase in base area because the base height-span
ratio was kept constant) caused a decrease in maximum lift-drag ratio.
All models were directionally stable for the range of angle of
attack of the tests. Addition of a vertical tail to the models caused
an increase in the directional stability over the angle-of-attack range.
In general, the lateral aerodynamic characteristics of the models were
not linear functions of angle of attack over any appreciable angle-of-
attack range.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Langley Field, Va., July 29, 1959.
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Figure i.- Stability axes system. Arrows indicate positive directions
of displacements_ forces_ and moments.
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Figure 2.- Continued.
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(a) Lift and drag characteristics.
Figure 5.- Longitudinal characteristics of wing models.
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(b) Pitching-moment and L/D characteristics.
Figure 5.- Concluded.
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Figure 6.- Longitudinal characteristics of wing models.
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Figure 6.- Concluded.
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Figure 7.- Lateral-stability parameters of wing models.
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Figure 7.- Concluded.
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